Genome and chromosome structure: Twelve dynamic and evolving genomes.
Chromosomes are not inert structures that haul the genome through cell division. The dynamic properties of chromosomes, during the cell cycle, the lifetime of the organism and across evolutionary time, featured prominently at the 49(th) Annual Drosophila Research Conference. Platform presentations, workshops and posters focused on many aspects of chromosome structure and function including chromosome interactions such as trans-silencing and pairing between homologous and non-homologous chromosomes, specialized portions of the chromosome including the centromere and telomeres, the structure, function and evolution of the large heterochromatic domains such as the Y and 4(th) chromosomes, centric heterochromatin and subtelomeric heterochromatin. The speed of evolutionary changes in these regions, and the consequences for speciation and hybrid-incompatibility, were recurring themes. Finally, there was considerable new insight offered into the mechanics by which chromosomes are rearranged and changes in the types of alterations occurring over the lifetime of the organism, which can result in novel genes and gene flow between chromosomes. The availability of the twelve sequenced Drosophila genomes has allowed new insights into the structure, function and evolutionary transformation of chromosomes and genomes that will continue to transform our view of the chromosome as a dynamic and flexible entity that houses and regulates the genome.